Comparison and data analysis to the similarity measures and entropy for fuzzy sets are studied. The distance proportional value between the fuzzy set and the corresponding crisp set is represented as fuzzy entropy. We also verified that the sum of the similarity measure and the entropy between fuzzy set and the corresponding crisp set constitutes the total information. Finally, we derive a similarity measure from entropy with the help of total information property, and illustrate a simple example that the maximum similarity measure can be obtained using a minimum entropy formulation.
Introduction
Analysis of data certainty and uncertainty is essential to process data mining, pattern classification or clustering, and discriminating data. Basically, well known distance measure such as Hamming distance can be used to design certainty and uncertainty measure commonly. To analyze the data, it is often useful to consider a data set as a fuzzy set with a degree of membership. Hence fuzzy entropy and similarity analyses have been emphasized for studying the uncertainty and certainty information of fuzzy sets [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The characterization and quantification of fuzziness needed in the management of uncertainty in the modeling and system designs. The entropy of a fuzzy set is called as the measure of its fuzziness by previous researchers [1] [2] [3] [4] . The degree of similarity between two or more data sets can be used in the fields of decision making, pattern classification, etc., [5] [6] [7] . Thus far, numerous researchers have carried out research on deriving similarity measures [8, 9] . Similarity measures based on the distance measure are applicable to general fuzzy membership functions, including nonconvex fuzzy membership functions [9] . Two measures, entropy and similarity, represent the uncertainty and similarity with respect to the corresponding crisp set, respectively. For data set, it is interesting to study the relation between entropy and similarity measure. The correlation between entropy and similarity for fuzzy sets has been presented as the physical view [10] . Liu also proposed a relation between distance and similarity measures; in his paper, the sum of distance and similarity constitutes the total information [2] . In this paper, we analyze the relationship between the entropy and similarity measures for fuzzy sets, and compute the quantitative amount of corresponding measures. First, fuzzy entropy and similarity measures are derived by the distance measure. Discussion with entropy and similarity for data has been followed. With the proposed fuzzy entropy and similarity measure, the property that the total information comprises the similarity measure and entropy measure is verified. With the total information property, similarity measure can be obtained through fuzzy entropy. Two examples help to understand total information property between fuzzy entropy and similarity as the uncertainty and certainty measure of data.
In the following section, the relationship between entropy and similarity for a fuzzy set is discussed. In Section 3, the procedure for obtaining the similarity measure from the fuzzy entropy is derived. Furthermore, the computational examples are illustrated. The relation between entropy and similarity are clearly verified, and selection of reliable data is carried out by applying similarity measure and entropy. Discussions are followed at the end of Section 3. The conclusions are stated in Section 4.
Fuzzy Entropy and Similarity Measure
Every data set has uncertainty in its data group, and it is illustrated as the membership functions for fuzzy set. Data uncertainties are often measured by fuzzy entropy, explicit fuzzy entropy construction is also proposed by numerous researchers [9] . Fuzzy entropy of fuzzy set means that fuzzy set contains how much uncertainty with respect to the corresponding crisp set. Then, what is the data certainty with respect to the deterministic data? This data certainty can be obtained through similarity measure. We analyze the relation between fuzzy entropy and similarity as the quantitative comparison.
Two comparative sets are considered, one is a fuzzy set and the other is the corresponding crisp set. The fuzzy membership function pair is illustrated in Fig. 1 , crisp set near A represents the crisp set "near" to the fuzzy set A . . In our previous result, the fuzzy entropy of fuzzy set A with respect to near A is represented as follows [9] : (1) is not the normal fuzzy entropy. The normal fuzzy entropy can be obtained by multiplying the right-hand side of Eq. (1) by two, which satisfies maximal fuzzy entropy is one. Numerous fuzzy entropies can be presented by the fuzzy entropy definition [2] . Here we introduce same result of (1) as follows.
near near near near
The fuzzy entropies in Eqs. (1) and (2) (1) and (2) are rewritten as follows: A . This indicates that the corresponding crisp set that has the least uncertainty or the greatest similarity with the fuzzy set is 0.5 A . All the studies on similarity measures deal with derivations of similarity measures and applications in the distance-measure-based computation of the degree of similarity. Liu has also proposed an axiomatic definition of the similarity measure [2] . The similarity measure , ( ) A B F X ∀ ∈ and ( ) D P X ∀ ∈ has the following four properties:
where ( ) F X denotes a fuzzy set, and ( ) P X is a crisp set. In our previous studies, other similarity measures between two arbitrary fuzzy sets are proposed as follows [9] :
For any two sets ( )
and
are similarity measures between set A and set B .
The proposed similarity measure between A and near A is presented in Theorem 2.1The usefulness of this measure is verified through a proof of this theorem. ( ) A F X ∀ ∈ and the crisp set near A in Fig. 1 ,
is a similarity measure. Fig. 1 
The similarity in Eq. (6) represents the areas shared by two membership functions. In Eqs. (4) and (5), fuzzy set B can be replaced by near A . In addition to those in Eqs. (4) and (5), numerous similarity measures that satisfy the definition of a similarity measure can be derived. From Fig. 1 , the relationship between data similarity and entropy for fuzzy set A with respect to near A can be determined on the basis of the total area. The total area is one (universe of discourse × maximum membership value = 1 1 1 × = ); it represents the total amount of information. Hence, the total information comprises the similarity measure and entropy measure, as shown in the following equation:
With the similarity measure in Eq. (5) and the total information expression in Eq. (7), we obtain the following proposition: Proposition 2.1. In Eq. (7), ( , ) near e A A follows from the similarity measure in Eq. (5):
The above fuzzy entropy is identical to that in Eq. (1). The property given by Eq. (7) is also formulated as follows: 
Proof. It is clear that the sum of the similarity measure and fuzzy entropy equals one, which is the total area in Fig. 1 . Furthermore, it is also satisfied by computation,
Hence, ( , Now, it is clear that the total information about fuzzy set A comprises similarity and entropy measures with respect to the corresponding crisp set.
Similarity Measure Derivation from Entropy
In this section, with the property of Theorem 2.2 similarity measure derivation with entropy is carried out. Entropy derivation from similarity is also possible. This conversion makes possible measure formulation from complementary measure. With consideration of previous similarity measure (5), fuzzy entropy (1) has been obtained. It is also possible to obtain another similarity measure using fuzzy entropy different from that in Eq. (2). The proposed fuzzy entropy is developed by using the Hamming distances between a fuzzy set and the corresponding crisp set. The following result clearly follows from Fig. 1 . Eq. (2) represents the difference between A and the corresponding crisp set near A . From Theorem 2.2, the following similarity measure that satisfies Eq. (7) follows:
Here, it is interesting to determine whether Eq. (8) satisfies the conditions for a similarity measure.
Proof. (S1) follows from Eq. (8) . Furthermore, ( , ) 1 ( , )
s A C is also satisfied in a similar manner. ■ Similarity based on fuzzy entropy has the same structure designed from similarity definition. Following corollary insist that two similarity measures has the same structure even though they are derived from different ways. 
This equality can be verified easily by analyzing Fig 1. Now, by using Eq. (8), we obtain the maximum similarity measure for the fuzzy set. In our previous result, the minimum fuzzy entropy could be obtained when we considered the entropy between the fuzzy sets A and 0. 5 A . Hence, it is obvious that the obtained similarity
represents the maximum similarity measure. The fuzzy entropy and similarity measures are calculated using Eqs. (2) and (9) are given in Table 1 . The remaining similarity measures and fuzzy entropies are calculated in a similar manner.
Conclusions
Quantification of fuzzy entropy and similarity for fuzzy sets were studied. Fuzzy entropies for fuzzy sets were developed by considering the crisp set "near" the fuzzy set. The minimum entropy can be obtained by calculating area, and it satisfies when the crisp set is 0.5 near A A = . The similarity measure between the fuzzy set and the corresponding crisp set is also derived using the distance measure. The property that the sum of fuzzy entropy and the similarity measure between fuzzy set and corresponding crisp set is derived as a constant value. It is proved that the fuzzy entropy and similarity measure values constitute whole area of information.
